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Maryland Can Invest in our Future by Restoring 
the Millionaire Estate Tax 
Position Statement in support of House Bill 256 

Given before the House Ways and Means Committee 

An effective revenue system is an essential tool to enable Maryland to invest in the foundations of our economy such 

as education, health care, and transportation. Just as importantly, a fair tax system is essential to push back against 

the increasing concentration of wealth and power in a few hands. All Marylanders benefit when we have sufficient 

resources to invest in the basics, and these investments can be particularly important to break down the barriers—

built through past and present policies—that hold back many Marylanders because of their race, gender, a disability, 

or another aspect of their identity. House Bill 256 would reverse a misguided tax break benefiting only a small 

number of millionaire scions and would raise $600 million over five years, enabling Maryland to strengthen our 

investments in the foundations of our communities. For these reasons, the Maryland Center on Economic Policy 

supports House Bill 256. 

Maryland’s estate tax is an important part of our tax code, generating more than $100 million per year to support 

our investments in education, health care, and other pillars of our economy. It also plays an important balancing 

role. Overall, Maryland’s tax code is upside-down: The wealthiest 1 percent of households pay a smaller share of 

their income in state and local taxes than the rest of us do.i The estate tax pushes back on this lopsided structure, 

because it applies only to the wealthiest individuals and is one of the only ways the state taxes accumulated wealth. 

However, the General Assembly’s choice to exempt most multimillionaires from paying the estate tax in 2014 

significantly weakened its ability to support essential services and balance our tax code. This misguided choice 

made it more difficult for the state to rebuild services during the recovery from the Great Recession: 

 By 2017, only six of the state’s 24 school districts were close to full funding under the Thornton formula, 

down from 23 in 2008. More than half of the state’s Black students went to school in a district that was 

underfunded by 15 percent or more.ii  

 As of late 2017, legislative analysts estimated that state agencies were understaffed to the tune of about 

2,500 workers.iii 

 Today, nearly 3,000 Marylanders with disabilities that are considered “severe” by state standards are 

unable to access supports that could help them succeed in the workforce because the state lacks the 

resources to provide those supports.iv 

House Bill 256 would reverse this damage, making our tax code more equitable and raising about $600 million over 

five years.v Fixing our estate tax is especially important because of its role in making our tax code more racially 

equitable, because it applies only to households with significant built-up assets. Nationwide, the wealthiest 10 

percent of white households controlled nearly two-thirds of all household wealth, while households of color were 

less than half as likely as white households to have more than $1 million in net worth.vi 
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As Marylanders consider the major investments we will need to strengthen the foundations of our economy in 

future years—from world-class schools to high-quality health care—we should prioritize ending special interest tax 

breaks, making our tax code more equitable, and raising significant new revenue. House Bill 256 would accomplish 

all three goals. 

For these reasons, the Maryland Center on Economic Policy respectfully requests that the House 

Ways and Means Committee make a favorable report on House Bill 256. 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

Equity Impact Analysis: House Bill 256 

Bill summary 

House Bill 256 would return the exemption for Maryland’s estate tax to $1 million, its value before a lawmakers 

exempted the majority of multimillionaires in 2014. 

Background 

The General Assembly in 2014 increased the estate tax exemption from $1 million to over $5 million, handing a 

windfall to a small number of ultra-wealthy heirs and making it harder for the state to invest in essential services. 

This choice reduced the number of estates subject to the estate tax from about 3 percent to less than 1 percent. 

Maryland’s estate tax includes numerous provisions to ensure it affects only households with the greatest ability to 

pay. No money or property a surviving spouse inherits is subject to the tax. If heirs pay a separate inheritance tax, 

estates receive a credit for that tax that lowers the amount of estate tax they owe. Agricultural property is taxed at a 

much lower rate than other property. 

Equity Implications 

House Bill 256 would bring significant equity benefits: 

 Today, the wealthiest 1 percent of Maryland households pay a smaller share of their income in state and 

local taxes than the rest of us do. House Bill 256 would make our tax code more balanced by asking more of 

these high-income households. 

 One in ten households nationwide has at least $1.2 million in built-up wealth. This group includes 13 

percent of white households, 5 percent of all households of color, and less than 2 percent of Black 

households. A smaller group, the 10 percent of white households with the most built-up wealth, control 

nearly two-thirds of household assets nationwide. House Bill 256 would tax a source of income that 

overwhelmingly goes to a small, predominantly white group of wealthy households. 

 Restoring our millionaire estate tax would generate revenue that could be invested in things like world-

class schools, sufficient child care assistance, and reliable transit. Investing in these basics strengthens our 

economy and can dismantle the economic barriers that too often hold back Marylanders of color. 

Impact 

House Bill 256 would likely improve racial and economic equity in Maryland. 
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